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Making combination drinks and flavored drinks i. Tailoring and sewing Skilsl to solve riddles, puzzles and
covert speeches The skill of imitating natural sounds Reading, chanting and intoning Skills at martial arts the
skills to use sword, stick, bow and arrow Skill to reach logical conclusions based on given facts Knowledge
about gold, silver and gems Chemistry knowledge of properties of materials The art of coloring jewels or
beads Knowledge of mines Teaching parrots or starlings to talk Applying perfumes on body and hair
Understanding of code language Spoonerism purposefully interchanging position of letters of words while
speaking Knowledge of languages Knowledge of making flower chariots Knowledge of making mystical
graphics, spells and charms and ways to avoid spells Knowledge of dictionaries and vocabulary The art of
impersonation Impersonation of materials i. Knowledge of gambling Skills in sports and games The art of
social conduct, paying respect and sending compliments Knowledge of war, arms and army deployment
Knowledge of gymnastics The skill of reading and composing verses The skills of enjoying arithmetic
puzzles Making artificial flowers She is, moreover, always respected by the king, and praised by learned
men, and her favour being sought for by all, she becomes an object of universal regard. The daughter of a king
too as well as the daughter of a minister, being learned in the above arts, can make their husbands favorable to
them, even though these may have thousands of other wives besides themselves. If a wife becomes separated
from her husband, and falls into distress, she can support herself easily, even in a foreign country, by means of
her knowledge of these arts. Even the bare knowledge of them gives attractiveness to a woman, though the
practice of them may be only possible or otherwise according to the circumstances of each case. A man who is
versed in these arts, who is loquacious and acquainted with the arts of gallantry, gains very soon the hearts of
women, even though he is only acquainted with them for a short time. Being attractive is always a plus.
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According to the Kamasutra, there are 64 types of sexual acts one can try during lovemaking. They vary, of course, from
being complex muscle movements to soft, sexy postures. Have you ever wanted.

Dharma, Artha and Kama are aims of everyday life, while Moksha is release from the cycle of death and
rebirth. The Kama Sutra Burton translation says: Dharma is better than Artha, and Artha is better than Kama.
But Artha should always be first practised by the king for the livelihood of men is to be obtained from it only.
Again, Kama being the occupation of public women, they should prefer it to the other two, and these are
exceptions to the general rule. When motives conflict, the higher ideal is to be followed. Thus, in making
money, virtue must not be compromised, but earning a living should take precedence over pleasure; however,
there are exceptions. Like Dharmashastras, Kamasutra [note 1] censures the practice of adultery. Also, the
Buddha preached a Kama Sutra, which is located in the Atthakavagga sutra number 1. This Kama Sutra,
however, is of a very different nature, as it warns against the dangers that come with the search for pleasures
of the senses. Many in the Western world wrongly consider the Kama Sutra to be a manual for tantric sex.
Translations The most widely known English translation of the Kama Sutra was privately printed in Burton
says the following in its introduction: It may be interesting to some persons to learn how it came about that
Vatsyayana was first brought to light and translated into the English language. The sage Vatsya was of this
opinion, or of that opinion. The sage Vatsya said this, and so on. Naturally questions were asked who the sage
was, and the pundits replied that Vatsya was the author of the standard work on love in Sanscrit[sic] literature,
that no Sanscrit library was complete without his work, and that it was most difficult now to obtain in its entire
state. The copy of the manuscript obtained in Bombay was defective, and so the pundits wrote to Benares ,
Calcutta and Jaipur for copies of the manuscript from Sanscrit libraries in those places. The following is the
certificate of the chief pundit: However, I took that portion as correct in which the majority of the copies
agreed with each other. The philologist and Sanskritist Professor Chlodwig Werba, of the Institute of Indology
at the University of Vienna , regards the translation as being second only in accuracy to the academic
German-Latin text published by Richard Schmidt in In the early s, its chapter on sexual positions began
circulating on the internet as an independent text and today is often assumed to be the whole of the Kama
Sutra. He includes English translations of two important commentaries: The Jayamangala commentary,
written in Sanskrit by Yashodhara during the Middle Ages, as page footnotes. A modern commentary in Hindi
by Devadatta Shastri, as endnotes. He leaves references to the sexual organs as in the original: Doniger
contributed the Sanskrit expertise while Kakar provided a psychoanalytic interpretation of the text.
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Les mystÃ¨res du Kamasutra dÃ©voilÃ©s! Kama Sutra signifie dÃ©sir (kama) et la maxime (sutra) en sanskrit. Et si,
autrefois, les positions du Kamasutra Ã©taient rÃ©servÃ©es aux connaisseurs.

May 19, , Indiapicture According to the Kamasutra , there are 64 types of sexual acts one can try during
lovemaking. They vary, of course, from being complex muscle movements to soft, sexy postures. Have you
ever wanted to try all of them, and wondered, at the same time, if there is one meant specially for you?
Technically speaking, sex is a weird peculiar thing: Sex can, in fact, become fatiguing and unpleasant as it
equally is satisfying and beneficial. The more creative you are and the more you try to create a pleasant
atmosphere in bed, the better you will feel, because you will be able to communicate positive feelings to your
partner. If you count among those who have sex for pleasure and if everything happens naturally and thanks to
your body anatomy, good for you! But if you or her have certain weight issues and you cannot really afford to
try any wild stuff in bed, here are some of your options for different types of silhouettes Doggy style If you are
both confronting some unwanted kilos, you can try the following: Another suitable position for you is the
doggy style, which in general is a pleasant one for both partners. Butterfly position If you have an optimal
weight, and your partner is very voluptuous, she will stand on a side, while you raise her leg to the chest level
or as much as her flexibility allows her to. Then gently slide towards her and hold her leg while penetrating
her. It can also be done as a kneeling position. Reversed Cowgirl position If she has the optimal weight, and
you are overweight, sit on your back, while she stands above you with her face oriented towards your legs.
Bend your knees, while she moves standing on your knees. You both have to sit on a side, with you being
behind her. You will enjoy some rather cool moves as this position is extremely intimate, pleasant and suitable
to any body type. Janakurpara position If you and your partner have fit bodies, then Janukurpara position is
just for you. It requires both of you to have strong abs, and you might end up burning a lot of calories. Start
with lifting her up and locking your elbows under her knees to get a better grip. Hold her butt with your hands
and let her hold you from your neck. This position offers extra deep penetration, and ergo- lots of pleasure.
Plus, it leads to a lot of eye contact that adds to the experience. Janakurpara position is the reward for all the
challenging exercise you have done in the gym to get the fit body. In this position, you both stand facing each
other. You lift one of her knees and place your hand under it. This position is referred as Tripadam or tripod,
and does not allow deep penetration. Like all the other standing positions, this position also promotes
maximum blood flow to your erogenous zones, and makes sure you have a good time. Piditaka position
Piditaka is comfortable, laid-back position and can be done by anyone, at any time of the day! Let her bend
her knees and place on your chest. Meanwhile, place your knees on the either side of her buttocks, and lift her
thighs a little bit, and enter her. This sex position guarantees pleasure as the vagina is narrowed when the legs
are up. Plus, you can convey humility, affection and tenderness by letting her legs touch your mouth and feet.
Nevertheless, the most important thing you and your partner should keep in mind is that there are no strict
rules in bed; you should give yourself to your partner and receive her affection as you please, letting your
imagination run wild. There is no similar feeling to that of giving and equally receiving pleasure from the
person you love.
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kamasuththra 64 positions pdf tamil. Using techniques from the Tao and the Kama Sutra, this video covers positions that
are ancient and highly sensitive including.
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Kamasutra sex positions If you're bored of your bedroom antics and fancy spicing things up between the sheets, look no
further than these Kamasutra sex positions. From doggy style to rocking horse, Catherine wheels to triangles, there are
sex positions to flick through.

Chapter 7 : 7 Kamasutra Sex positions you must know
The Kama Sutra is an ancient Indian Hindu text written by VÄ•tsyÄ•yana. It is widely considered to be the standard work
on human sexual behaviour in Sanskrit literature.
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The women's online magazine: astro, beauty, sex, diet, tests, quizzes, fashion, trends Expert advice, interactive tools
and sofeminine's fabulous forums!
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Tantric & Kama Sutra Sex Positions Al Link and Pala Copeland Ritualized sex has been an acknowledged sacred
pathway in Eastern philosophies for several thousand years.
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